Moby dick

What is Moby Dick?
Moby Dick’s main goal is to create and develop Pequod a
platform that will simplify the world of cryptocurrencies
and blockchains, working as a centralizer and enhancer of
services.
You can already buy, check the price and watch your
current Moby Dick balance on BSC using PancakeSwap
and Poocoin
The Pequod platform will collect the best opportunities
such as stakings and secure crypto currency to buy, all
in one place Pequod is not a simple Defi Exchange like
PancakeSwap.
Pequod includes lots of new features that will simplify and
improve your trades such as Stop Loss and Take Profits
function.
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Our goals
The world of cryptocurrencies and blockchain is booming.
One of the most active Blockchains at the moment is
the Binance Smart Chain, where different services, such
as Binance, Crypto.com, BiFi, Pancakeswap, give users
multiple possibilities.
These services and possibilities, however, are very
complicated and have a very high learning curve.
Moreover, to deal with them it is necessary to use various
systems and applications, which each has its own set of
challenges.
In a nutshell, to interact with the world of
cryptocurrencies and blockchains you need toknow how to
deal with a complex system.
Our goal is to simplify this complexity, giving a single
access point, which acts as a centralizer of all these
services: the Moby Dick Platform or Pequod.
The platform will be managed through WOT, the Mobydick
Token.
The advantage?
The fees will be significantly reduced compared to those
you currently pay on other platforms.
Pequod will collect in the same place the best
opportunities that other services have (such asthe best
staking APY and most secure crypto currencies to trade)
The main goal of Moby Dick is to create a platform who
will simplify and improve trading system, proposing to
our users the best opportunities on the BSC Network. The
Moby Dick Project and all the services are managed by
the “Wolf Of Tuscany Srl” company.
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What is PequoD
Pequod is the first Moby Dick platform project. Through
Moby Dick you will be able to access the services of the FT
Platform (Fungible Token Platform).
This platform will simplify the exchange of FT on
Pancakeswap.
Pequod will allow you to exchange your Moby Dick Tokens
for FT on the Binance Smart Chain through an integration
with Pancakeswap and is going to propose to you the best
and more profitable tokens to buy and stake.
Many other features will allow you to have more control
over all your operations.
For example the most useful function to use is the Stop
Loss and Take profit for every token you
have in your wallet.
Furthermore, the platform will allow other coins to
integrate in order to provide innovative control and
feedback mechanisms.

Moby Dick Token
Access to all the services described in the Project as well
as its operation will require a token.
That’s why we thought about creating our own token: the
Moby Dick Token. (WOT)
The Moby Dick Tokens will be used, first of all, to access
Pequod, the Moby Dick Platform, in terms of both
operation and monthly subscription.
The related advantages are: using Moby Dick Tokens allows
Pequod to not bind to the Binance Smart Chain, but it will
be able, in the future, to integrate services from others
Blockchains, such as Ethereum, Cardano, Tron, Polygon,
Polkastar, Ripple.
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Tokenomics
The initial distribution of Moby Dick Token will be in the
form of an “Initial Coin Offering (ICO) through Presale on
the website: www.mobydicktoken.net
Then the Moby Dick Tokens will be listed on the exchanges
indicated on the Road Map.
Users will be able to obtain Moby Dick Tokens exclusively
exchanging it for BNB (IEO), which
will then be divided as follows:
30% of the obtained BNB will be added to Pancakeswap
to allow users to exit from the project in advance;
60% of the obtained BNB will be managed by the Moby
Dick team and made available for exchanges or/and
services;
10% will go to support our project.
The Initial Supply of Moby Dick Token (WOT) will be used
on the following ways:
Presale;
Listing on Pancakeswap;
Sponsorships:
The Moby Dick Tokens left will stay unused and none of the
Moby Dick Token of the Main Wallet
of the society will be transferred by the Moby Dick Team.
When and if the project will interact with other
blockchains, in order to support further services,
the total supply of Moby Dick Token (WOT) will be divided
on the various blockchain, to allow the
interactions of Pequod - Moby Dick Platform on all
blockchains.
The Moby Dick token (WOT) was designed to disengage
from the blockchain and the use of Moby Dick Token is
exclusively intended for the services presented in this
White Paper.
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Moby Dick Token is not created to guarantee, promise, or
even just give the recipient the expectation of a return of
any kind, especially of a financial nature.
However we believe so much in our project that we
thought of a system that prevents financial speculation
on our token, possibly carried out by anyone who obtains
it and in particular by the Pump & Dump groups, active on
the BSC.
Total offer:
10.000.000.000.000
Previous Burns: 1.000.000.000.000
Expected Burns: 6.000.000.000.000
Circulating Supply after Burns: 3.000.000.000.000
11% Transaction tax:
- 2% PancakeSwap Fee
- 6% Moby Dick platform development
3% Left Available
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ROAD MAP

Q1
Expanding marketing Team and Project
Expanding Tech Team
Pequod public Release
Swap
Take Profit & Stop Loss
Stable coin stake
Start 1st Level Academy Moby
Start ADV promotions
Creation of MobyDick & Pequod
NFT Collection
Influencer Partnership
Start of Global Expansion

Q2

NFT Artist Scouting & Collaborations
Direct connection from Pequod to DAOs
Improvements
Expansion of Moby Dick services
Expanding Team
Trading Academy
Launch MobyDick Merchadising Store
Expanding influencer Partnership

Q3
International Blockchain Conference
Copy Trading Binance
Mobydick Live event
Improvement of the Pequod Platform,
including new design and features
Planning Mobydick project Updates
WebRadio project

Q4
Mobile App
CrossChain swap
Mobydick Website V2
Blockchain/Crypto Meetups
Rollout test new Pequod features
Roadmap 2023

As always, roadmaps are subject to change and may be re-prioritized.
However, this is a good reflection of the core initiatives that Wolf of
Tuscany will drive throughout 2022.
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DISCLAIMER
1)The Project described in this White Paper and the statements contained in there do not
constitute a commitment or a promise, of any nature, and the Moby Dick Team will in no case
be liable to anyone if it does not develop the Project and /or does not provide the service
described here
2) The Moby Dick Project may and / or must be modified and / or even terminated, also as a
result of new disciplines and / or provisions which Wolf of Tuscany Srl and the Moby Dick Team
must and / or deem necessary or even only appropriate conform.
3) Moby Dick Token is based on the Binance Smart Chain, with respect to which Wolf of Tuscany
Srl has no rights or responsibilities in terms of development and operation. There is a risk
that the Moby Dick Tokens may be lost and / or become unusable and / or inaccessible due
to situations and events that are uncontrollable and / or independent of the will of Wolf Of
Tuscany Srl, including even a possible hacking.
4) Moby Dick Token is a utility token created exclusively to allow those who acquire it to
access and use the Pequod - Moby Dick Platform and the services provided by the Moby Dick
Project. Moby Dick Token is not intended to be used as an investment. Moby Dick token is not
a financial instrument or product, as it does not confer any right to dividends, interest or
insure or even only generates or intends to generate even a simple and mere expectation of
economic and / or financial return. Moby Dick Token has no particular vield or value outside of
the Moby Dick Project. Likewise, the Moby Dick Tokens are not shares and do not give any right
to dividends, ownership or management with respect to Wolf of Tuscany Srl and / or in any
case with respect to the Moby Dick Project. Ultimately, Moby Dick Tokens must not be used and
/ or acquired for speculative or investment purposes and / or participation and / or control, in
any form, in Wolf of Tuscany Srl and / or in any case with respect to the Moby Dick Project.
5) The Initial Exchange Offer (IEO) of Moby Dick Token and the subsequent listing on
third-party platforms are not carried out for speculative purposes, but are necessary and
preparatory for the only purpose of allowing users to acquire - in exchange for other tokens
already owned - Moby Dick Token through which to access and use Pequod - Moby Dick
Platform and the services of the Moby Dick Project.
The listing of Moby Dick Token on third-party exchange platforms does not change the legal
qualification of the token, which remains a simole means for accessing and using the Pequod Moby Dick Platform and the services of the Moby Dick Project.
6) Wolf of Tuscany Srl and anyone of the Moby Dick Team is not (to date) a financial
intermediary, an exchange or a custodial wallet provider and is not required to obtain any
authorization or to comply with anti-money laundering legislation.
Where Wolf of Tuscany Srl should in the future provide services related to the aforementioned
activities, it will ensure adequate and appropriate authorizations and compliance. Wolf
of Tuscany Srl and anyone of the Moby Dick Team should not be considered a consultant,
especially in legal, tax or financial matters. Any information in the White Paper is provided for
general information purposes only and Wolf of Tuscany Srl and anyone on the Moby Dick Team
does not provide any quarantee as to the accuracy and completeness of this information.
Wolf of Tuscany Srl strongly advises each purchaser to carry out a preliminary technical, legal,
fiscal and economic analysis relating to the acquisition and subsequent conservation of Moby
Dick Token, also based on and in relation to their nationality and place of residence, with their
own consultants.
Therefore, anyone who intends to participate and participate in the ICO or even subsequently
intends to acquire and acquire the Moby Dick Tokens on third-party exchanges represents and
quarantees:
1. that he has preliminarily and carefully read, analyzed and understood this White Paper in all
its parts and all the constraints, risks, costs and benefits associated with the acquisition of 10
one or more Moby Dick Token and that he accepts the entire content and to be legally bound
by/to it;
2. to be authorized and to have full powers and capacity to acquire Moby Dick Token under the
laws applicable to him and that his acquisition of cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is
not prohibited, limited or subject to additional conditions of any kind;
3. to know and accept the risk that Wolf of Tuscany Srl and / or the Moby Dick Team will not
develop the Project and / or deliver the services covered by this White Paper;
4. to know and accept that neither Wolf of Tuscany Srl nor anyone of the Moby Dick Team
is and / or can be held responsible for any direct or indirect loss and / or damage deriving
directly and / or indirectly from any and / or necessary changes and even from the
termination of the Project;
5. to have a significant and in-depth knowledge and experience of the cryptocurrency system,
the blockchain system and related services, as well as to have an exhaustive knowledge of the
risks associated with an Initial Exchange Offer, as well as the mechanism relating to the use
and storage of tokens and / or cryptocurrencies;
6. to know and accept that Wolf of Tuscany Srl and / or the Moby Dick Team is not or will be
responsible for any loss of the Moby Dick Token or for any situation that makes it impossible
to access / use the Moby Dick Tokens, that can result from any event, including that of a hack;
7. to acquire Moby Dick Token exclusively because it wishes to have access to Pequod - Moby

Dick Platform and to all the services provided by the Moby Dick Project:
8. that it is not purchasing Moby Dick Token for investment or speculative use;
9. that it does not consider or believe that Moby Dick Tokens are financial instruments or
products, so it is aware and accepts that any legislation governing instruments or products or
activities or services of a financial nature is applicable
10, that he does not consider or believe that the Moby Dick Token grant him rights to
dividends, ownership or management with respect to Wolf of Tuscany Srl and / or the Moby
Dick Project;
11. that does not consider this White Paper, the information contained therein, the Initial
Exchange Offer (IEO) of Moby Dick Token and the subsequent listing of Moby Dick Token as an
invitation to undertake an investment, of any kind and nature, nor as an offer or invitation to
sell / purchase financial instruments or products and / or shares, securities or rights, of any
nature and content, with respect to Wolf of Tuscany Srl or any associated company;
12. who has carried out (or independently evaluated not to carry out) a preliminary technical,
legal, fiscal and economic analysis relating to the acquisition and subsequent conservation of
Moby Dick Token, also on the basis and in relation to their nationality and place of residence,
with their consultants;
13. in any case, it will not acquire Moby Dick Token to carry out illegal activities, Furthermore,
whoever acquires Moby Dick Token accepts and undertakes to seek an amicable settlement
of any dispute that may arise with Wolf Of Tuscany Srl, prior to any judicial action, including
precautionary ones, In any case, any dispute or controversy that emerges as a direct or
indirect consequence of the Initial
Exchange Offering and / or the acquisition of Moby Dick Token will be resolved by arbitration
according to the Rules of the Arbitration Chamber of Milan, by a single arbitrator, appointed
in compliance with this Regulation. The seat of the arbitration will be Milan.
The arbitrator will judge according to Italian law. Any interested party who is not or does not
feel able and in a position to accept and / or understand all of the above should not acquire
Moby Dick Token.

